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EXACTECHoToURNEY
A
Compositions showing exact echoes are invited, The echoed position
need not be a mate. Fairy pieces or conditions may be employed.
The echo may be in set play or produced by r*inning or multisolucion
or other ways: Multiple echoes and sets of related compositions may
be enceted,'there is iro restriction on number of entries pe.r composer.
Closing date for enuies: 1st November 1984:
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SPRING 1984

Exact Echoet
It is hoped that the Exact Echo Tourney will eventually lead- to the-publicadon
Besides'inclu{ing nev work this would also seek
to qive a thoroueh survey of work already publiihed. Composers are therefore
req"uesred ro renf,, with iheir new composiiions, ou$tanding examples of their

;i;;;aT6st/;' onltte subject.

thit they consider should not be omitted.
play, that is, repetition of the same Patteln of pieces

previous work; or'the work of others

Echoed positions or echoed

ot mouei at a different posiiion'on the board or at a different stage in the play, is
one of the principal theines to be encountered in chess problems, particularly in
Helpmates; It isi theme with both artistic and scientific appeal.
On" of the artistic aims with any theme is to show it in its Purest, most economical possible form. An EXACT EGHO occurs when ALL the piec-es in the two con fieuiitions concerned are in the same positions relative to each otheI, but possibly-in a different position relative to the board.

In geometrical terminology the echoed configuration is related to the original by
a ""conqtuence" or "isome-iry", and theory shSws that these transformafions are of
five poisible distinct types:'Identity, Trairslation, Reflection, Romtion and Glide
2nd edition,
lsee ior example H.S.'M.Coxeter'j hTo.gBqtion to 9eo.m.etrX, Wil"J'

iooo,pag"+61.tnprefeienceto''ffiterm''TransfIection''.

Simple examples of these five types of transformadon fo-llow in diagrams A to E.
eiiamples have beeri gleaned from my- Gra,jFoppgt Chess collection,
apart from D, which is in Eugene-Albert's ldeal-Mate Chess Problems.

aii 5i1tt"i"

A

E. ALBERT

Feenschach !964
HELPMATE IN 3 (with set mate)

Set:

Sc6* Play: L GdS

Sb3

2 c5f5 Sd4 3 G3d5 Sc6*
IDENTI'IY. The final position in Set and
This'demonstrates that

@ameo

similar men (the two Black Grasshoppers)

m?y interchange. It ls th.e pattern that is
ectroed, not the actual pieces.

E

P.

A. PETKOW

Feenschach 1963
HELPIvIATE

IN

2

with set PIaY

Rd1 zGdZ Re1*
1 GfA" Ke6 2Ke4 ReZ*

1 o.

TMNSLATION" The mate position is moved
the pieces, in effect, move
the same d-istance in the same direction"

@

Page 2

G. P. JELLISS

British Chess Magazine 1,976
HELPMATE IN 3

in rwo ways

1Re2 Gf\ 2Rg2 ch3 3RgB Bf6+

lRb? BdB zBEB GcB en[r Bf6+

(in the a1-h8 diagonal)
Note that the WK parricipates in rhe echo,
but not in the mate. It stops 1Ra? 9[c.
RP,ILE,9TI,9N.

It will be seen that a geometrical "mirror" reflects on both sides. pieces on the
line of the mirror stay there. orher pieces pass perpendicularly through rhe line
to a square the same distance behind as they were previously ih front]

D

B. SOMMER
Die Schwalbe 1934 (version
HELPMATE IN 2

in

IMCP)

with set play

1,.. QeB+ 2KdGSbs+
\ Kf4 Qgz 2 Ke3 Sds+
ROTATIONE (90 degrees clockwise about c4)
movdthrough the same angle
about a Tixed point. A piCce ar rhe fixed"
centre, like the WK here, stays unmoved"
The centre of rotadon can be at the centre or corner of a square, and in the
case of a J.80 degree rotation, at the middle of the edge of a square. I would
like to see some-rotations about the centre point of thJ board.

@es

The final type of isometry, which is not menrioned in many geometry books,is
called by idxetet a "cud6" or "Glide-Reflection", but I piefer to cail it, more
systematlcally, a "Transflecti.on". It is equivalent to a reilection combined with
a translation barallel to the line of the mirror. The usual example given is that
of a pair of sriccessive footprints, one of the right foot and one 6f thle left.

E

T.

STEUDEL

Feenschach 1960
HELPMATE IN 3 with 'set play

1 . o o Ke6 2Sb2 GaZ 3Sd 3 GeZ*
1Sg5 cfs 2Kd5 Pd4 3Se4 cd3+
TRANSFLECTION. This particular example
shows reflection

in the vertical centre-line
t

combined with upward translacion of one rank.
page 3

to the squares of the board (they ale not
to sit on the fences 6emeen the squares",) rotatiom can only be of two
"ffo""O
iVp"rr-Ouiri"t rurns (rhrough 90 degrees) ai illusrate_d in-diagram D.on-the_preBecause of the restriction of pieces

ot: Hatf-turis (tqoigh 180 degtee$ of vhich, surprisi-lgll1_I-Y1s
"'"'Oing-page,
unablE to Turn up an examPle. Here is a challeng_e, then, lor comPosels ln tne
Exact Echo Tourney - cair you accomPtish a Flalf-Turn?
Translations are of various lengths and direcdons, and can be specified by the
leap (m. n) made bv each pieci (apparently) in making the transition direct from
oodti'on'td echoed 'position. Diaera'm B il|idtated a (0;1) Wazir Translation, the
i','tort co**on tvpe bv far. DiagrYams F and G below show, resPectively, a (L' 1)
Fers Translation'and a 10,21 Dabbaba Translation.

tr

J.J.LOIS

Feenschach I974
HELPMATE IN 3

with set PlaY

1 . o o Kf3 2Sc3 GbZ 3Gc2 SeS*
1Sd4 Kg+ 2Ke4 Gc3 3Gd3 Sf6+
TMNSLATION (1,

1)

P. LEIBOVICI

Die Schwalbe

1938

HELPMATE IN 3 with set PlaY

1 e e o Kc6 2Ka5 Pb4+ 3Ka6 Pbs#
1Ka5 Kc4 2Ka4 Gc3 3Pa5 Pb3+
TMNSLATION (0,2)

In Chessics 15, page 9, entrants to the Exact Echo Tourney were challenged to
compose probiems-strowing a (1,2) Knight Translation. At'Ieast four exafirples
will be found among the oiiginals,- given for solving on following pagesl Since
that challenge has Srought rEsults -" let us now see-a ( 2, 2) Alfil-Tra-nslation
accomplishe-d. And afte-r that there are (0, 3) (1,3) (2,3) (3,3) .. "
Reflections can be in diagonals, as in example C,, or in lateral Unes (parallel to
ranks or files). See example I, ill.ustrated on the front cover.
Analysis of possible types of Transflection is deferred to subseguent issues. But
see example J opposite, which strows a particularly difficult example.
page 4
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Exect Echo Tourney ?rcblewr

The 1B original problems
that follow"are the first
entries received for the
Exact Echo Tourney, and

1.

Zvorumir HERNITZ

2.

fUlJUt

Edgar HOLLADAY

are for solving.

The first 8, on this page,
show single echoes df mates with orthodox
men and condirions.
Solurions to reach me

by 1st July for the
Summer issue.

Helpmate

in
3.

Eugene ALBERT

Helpmate in

(b)

e'l

-c4

2i

6. Andrew KALOTAY

Helpmate

tn 2 ways

in

3+

4,

in

Helpm ate
2 ways

2

in

2 ways
Eugene ALBERT

2!2

Eugene ALBERT

Helpmate irt

Helpmate in

in 2 ways

(b) f?-dB

7. Andrew KALOTAY

Helpmate in 4
swop c2-d2

(b)

page

5"

in

6

B. Edgar HOLLADA Y

Helpmate in

in

2 ways

5

Utfljl
9.

Exact Echo rourney Trobtemt UUUUL
10. Edgar HOLLADAY

Edgar

& Eugene ALBERT

HOLLADAY

(a) diagram
(b) c2-cB
(

c) d4- d5

(d) c?-dG
(e) c8-g?

diagram
a3-h2

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

f5-d6

a)

b7 -bB

f5-eG
d3

-f7

successive

minning

Helpm arc

multiplet

:..E/.:.:.

in 2t

Helpmate

3

12. Pal BENKO &

11. PaI BENKO &

Andrew KALOTAY

Andrew KALOTAY
':.:.i.:.:..
:::.ji:::
r.:,:
.:

in

mulciplet

:.:.:..':.:.
,.:;:;r;i;i;:
.:,:.:.:,:.:.:

(a) diagram

(

(c) b?-eB

(b) b7 -b6
( c) d2-d 6

(b) f6-b?
also

(
(

(d) d1-f1
(

e) eB -h7

bT -c6
e) dT -e?

d)

(f) h7-d6

diagram i s
neu tra I

SUCCESSJ.V E

po si ti

tw inning

on

Helpmate in

Helpmate in

multiplet

multiplet

In these remarkable multiplet problems the same mate configuration is echoed
four or (in No 11) five rim-es. i'tre twinning in 9 and lL is described as successive,
but in No 11 in f'act only the WBf6 is movdd to give (b) and (c) and settings (d),
(e) and (fl merely reflect (a), (b) and (c) in the-e file (this could be called pseudo
iwinninel akin to pseudojd'upl-ei - seei Chessics L4page 5). In 10 and 12 each
twin is formed by a single change from the diagammed position, but in 12 the
diaqram is described by-tire composers as a neutral po-sition, o.therwi.se known as
i-;;ZeropoStion'l since'the diagrdm is not itself one-of the positions for solving.

A further 6 exact echo originals appeal on the next page. These ventule into the

iAi*t-ot Srale*ut", SeriEsplay ahd Circe and featdrdDragon(=S+P),
and Equihopper. Note that No

Grasshopper

i5 is another zeroposition setting.

Thanks are due to Gene Albert for stimulating an.excellent entry from,his Ideal
other areas ot the world to meet
Mate Review team in the USA. It is now up

EA;TE iifige.

-to

Please note that non-Ideal finales are equally

page

rl

valid

as echoes.

mJUl Exact Echo Tourney ?roblewr |UUUU-l
13. ZvonLmir HERNITZ

14" Russell E. RICE

HeTpSTALE\4ATE in 2
DRAGON c2

(b)d7-dB (c)d7-e'l

in 3 ways

HeIpSTALE\4ATE

16. Masazumi HANAZAW A l7 " Zvorimir

in 2i

HERNITZ

15. Russell E. RICE

SeriesHelpSTALEN4A TE

in B (a)d3*e5 (b)f3-b1
LB. Ian SHANAHAN

;l;i;:;i;i;:;i ;:;:;:;:;:i:;: :;:;:;:;:i:i:; ;:i:;:;:;;;:i:i
i-i.i.i.i.i.l;
;:;l;:;;;i;l;l
.:-....:.:.:.. .t.:;.;...;....
.:.:':.:.:.;.:
.:.:':':.:.:.: 1l;i;i;i;l;.;:
:.:.:.:.:.;..
.--:.:.:.:.:.:
.:.:.:.:.:.:-: .;.:.:.:.:.:.:
.:.:.:.:.:.:.:

:.-.'

:':i:iii.'.:::

':l!l\i.

':i::::ii::i:i

Helpmate in 4

::ii::i:::i:::

HeIpSTALEMATE in 4
b)bT -95

with set play

(

GRA SSHOPPERS

EQUIHOPPER

All correspondence

HeIpSTALEMATE in

in

2 ways
CIRCE CHESS

and subscriptions to: G. P. JELLIS

S,

1 GIBSON DRIVE, RUGBY, CV21 LI , WARWICKSHIRE, ENGLAND.
Price 50p per issue (L2 per year). Subscriptions must be in st%{ng,
Giro acCount number 2 43 I7I 3200. Exchanges welcolrle. (,
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6ltew
by C. M.

Re

octiott,

Part

III : Additive Combination

B. TYLOR

This article continues my series investigating what can happen when one piece
"visits" a square already occupied by another piece. In "Chess Reactions" (in
Chessics 11, pages 2-6) the visit resulted in a_further move. In "Destructivd
Games" lChessics 12, pages 12-14) one or both of the pieces vanished. There
remains b ttiro possibiiitV" Namely, that both men reitain on the same square
and form some fort of "cbmpound"-piece or "mixture". Various types of "bond"
between pieces can be considered, but for the present let us be content with the
simple Additive Combination, exemplified by WR + WB = WQ, in which the two
pieies combine permanently to form a piece that has all the powers of both parts.
As in the previous articles, "visits" (previously called "action-moves") can be
restricted io S.eces of like colotu, or to pieces of opposite colours, or be unresuicted, giving rise to "Auto", "OpPo" and "Free" variants respectively. The
Oppo and-Freenariants can result in the formation of Neutral-type pieces, part
Bbck and part White. lhus a WB and a BB additively combined form a Neutral
Bishop. The most interesting new possibility opened lp is for Unsymmeuical
Neutral pieces, such as WB + BS, or even combinations involving Kings. The
Oppo-variants can show combinations of no more than two men (one Black and
orid Wtritel but in the others larger compounds can be built up

In all the variants it is assumed that normal captuling can occtu. It is an accepted convention that a Neutlal piece can be captured by a piece of either colour
ilr by another Neuftal ldespite the fact that in such moves White, say, iscapturins i White component afwell as a Black one). Black moves a compound piece
aciording to the powers of its Black components, and White according to its-W
compone-nts. In the capture of a compound piece all of its comPonents peristt.
Pawns "visit" diaeonally. Auto-addiiion of like pieces gives the same result as
the destruction of'one of them (e. g. WS + WS = WD. A compound of Black and
White Pawns can be brought into line with the behaviour of a Neunal Pawn by
makins the rule ttrat a Piwn component moved to its first rank promotes to tlie
same v"alue as that of the opposit6 coloured pawn component thit carried it there.
In other words Neutral Pawns promote to Neutral Pieces.

We give three simple examples, which we hope

A

G" P. JELLISS
Chess

Auto-Additive
MATE IN

3

will stimulate further

research:

B-CMBT&GPJ

C

Oppo-Additive

Free-Additive
N4A TE IN 2

Chess

HELPMATE IN 2

C. M. B. TYLOR
Chess
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NTTIITRATS

A Book Review by
DENNISON NIXON

Les Pieces Neullgl by Robert Meignant and Kjell Widlert presenrs 100
lems on the fa"scinacing subiect of Neuirals. The
main text is in French but there is an English translarion of the short
preface and an En,glish summary of each-chapter, Print and diagrams

are alike excellent, with neutral men shown-half-white, half-5lack.

The preface begins with a quotacion from the Sleeping Beaury
"Awake, beautiful Princess" and continues (in true T.R. D. vein)
"It sometimes happens.that an idea,_ just 1ik9 the.Sleeping Beaury,
lies asleep for a long time before a Prince Charming ComEs aloni;
to wake it up. There are several Princes Charming berween T. R.?u*son (who invented the Neutrals in LgIz) and the grear presenrday specialists

P.

A. Petkow and K. Gandew ".

The examples which follow are of great variety, ranging from rhe
elegant simplicity of T. R. D.'s 3-rian No 1, thiougfithE quier beauty
of Eugene and Norma Albert's chromatic twins, Nos 36 and 54 respectively, to the vast complications of some of the Circe-Neutrals
compositions (one such, No 60, is described as "mysterious, fascinating, brilliant and subtle" - it is also very diffi.cultl)
The authors aver that the best Neutral problems have been composed
sinqe 1965, the main reason being_ the application, from the eaily
'70's of the Circe form (herself a fairy in her own right) to Neutrals.
Indeed , 40 of the 100 problems in the book are Circb+Neutrals, a
good indication of the place that Circe now occupies ln the field.

Finally, the authors note that Neutrals are now a standard fairy form
in some German magazines and ask when will the British and French

magazines follow this example" Alas, the latest iszues of Rex Multiplex (who issue the book under review) and of Chessics (in which this
review appears) contain not a single problem with Neutrals.

Actually,.of course, editors are very much in the hands of composers
and these h ave tended to continue sending their Neutral,problems to
editors who have already pubtished their earlier ones. On-ce the stream
begins to flow I feel sure we may expect an eventual flood in borh
England and France.

Composers, and all interested, especially if new to Neutrals, are
s_trongly urged to acquire a copy of this book, as the authors, in the
detailed solurions and commelts, show a firm grasp of a very tricky
subject and grve
tle
autnori,ltive-tristoricai suvey,
l,t
.s.ame T,Te 3n
Price: 40 F from: Denis Blondel, 22 ALIee des Bouleaux, 94510,
La Queue en Brie, France.

page 10

Editor's Note: The reviewer, Dennison Nixon, played the role of the
principal "Prince Charming" in the fairy story of the Neutrals when,
as editor of the Fairy Chesf Revi€w, 1952 to i956, he helped to charm
the Neutrals out of a 4A-years sleep" Besides the four compositions
mentioned in'.the review I also quote his No 27, which is a miraculous
allumw andlung.

LX

I-

T" R. DAW SON
Reading Observer
28 Decemb er 7912

P. GREVLUND

Feenschach

19 ? 3

HELPVIA TE

IN

9

CIRCE C HESS

MATE IN

2

Sa6 KaZ Sg8)
2Pc3 Se? 3Pc2
L

1 Qb3 Pc4 2Qb5+
Ka 6 2Qb6+

4Pc6( Sb1; Sa3

Exact echo, but

6Pb5( Sb1) Sa3

Spcl=e

e

Eugene ALBERT

Fairy Chess Reviel 7954
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LIV

Norma ALBERT
Fairy Chess Review 195 3
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HM3 (b)Sg5 Neutral

XXVII

sd8 sb?(Qd8)+

i'i;i'i;l'l-:

;i;.;:':'l;:':'

:i,1:;,i:;,;,1 :;:;:i:;:;:i:;

Sbs

?Qh1 Ka{ SbB;
BQb? Sc6+

without WK"

XXXVI

D. NIXON
Feenschach 1952

.... ...

HM3 (b) Gc? Neutral
SOLUTIONS

XXXVI (a) lBfB Se6 2Ba3 S6c5
3Bb4 Bd3+

(b) lBfB Bc2 2Bb4 ScS
3sse4 Bd3+

LIV (a1 1Rf? dgT 2Rc? Kf4
3Rc3 Ses+

(b) 1Rc8 Kf4 2Gd3
3Rc3 Se5*

XXVII 1pf1=Q

2tsc4

3Pc1=R

GgT

Pg8=B
PcB=S

Qxc4*

Neutrals promote to neutrals,
Helpmate

in

Sc ti+

3
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A

SALUTE TO

c$egHNsffisF[aH-m

The Bricish Chess Problem Society has reported the death on 28th of
March 1984 of Britain's "Genius of the Two-Mover" and first Grand
Master of Chess (for Composition), Comins Mansfield, at 87 years"
Only the previous month I received from Fred Mihalek in the USA
a copy of the book America Salptes Comins Mansfi-el9 MBF, by Bill

X

narcidy ( 1983,

fro

d, fora-

- price not given),

This book comprises 31
problems by ivlansfield, 9 by Barclay, 7 by George Koltanowski and
!2I of "the world's finest problems", in the selection of which the
influence of Edgar Holladay has apparently been considerable. The
following are rwo of Mansfield's famous cross-checkers.

opolis, PA 15108, USA

C" I\4ANSFIELD

Good Companions 191?

(First Pnze Winner)
\4ATE IN 2
L Be4 unpinning Sc4
Sd2+ 2 Sc4 (threat)
SxeS+

2 Sb5

Se5+ 2

Rd3

Sxd6+ 2 Bd3

C"

MANSFIELD

La Settim ana Enigmistica
19

35 ( Second Pnze)

MATE IN 2
1 Kfs ( threat BxcS)
Bd4+ 2 BeS

Be3+ 2 Sc5
Bxd6+ 2 Sb5

Rfl+ 2 SfZ etc.
As a tribute to Comins Mansfield composers are asked to submit for
publication in Chessics Mates in 2, orthodox or fairy, oD the theme
of Counterchecks. A check can be countered by (a) moving the K,

1b1@checker,(c)interposingashi-etd("'intheabove
"cross-check" examples) or_(d) in chess with hoppers, by removing
the hurdle . Possibly other fairy conditions may give other ways.
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